Introduction
Proof-of-Knowledge A protocol that convince a verifier that the prover knows a certain quantity satisfying some kinds of relation with respect to a commonly known string
Zero-Knowledge Proof-of-Knowledge (ZKPoK) A Proof-of-Knowledge protocol which is zero-knowledge

Discrete logarithm of an element
Let G = <h> be a cyclic group of prime order x is the discrete logarithm of a value y to base h if y = h x
Introduction
Representation of an element 
Conclusion
We present a zero-knowledge proof-ofknowledge protocol which allows proving the knowledge of representation of a committed value We demonstrate its significance with several applications
Conclusion Efficiency issues
Protocol has to repeat t times (though that could be done in parallel) DL assumption has to be hard in the subgroup H, meaning that order of G has to be large => inefficient!
Applications
Non-interactive form of the protocol requires the random oracle model
